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XREATORS presents an NFT marketplace
where you can meet creators in a
special way using NFT (Non-Fungible
Token) blockchain technology.

Market Potential
The digital content market is facing the most signiﬁcant

In the XREATORS Marketplace, digital
content is certified and protected by
XREATORS’ unique technology. Through
this, creators can trade with consumers
freely and safely from forgery, piracy,
and verification of authenticity.

transformation, and the cultural industry is the best industry
to apply this change. There are ‘fans’ as consumers who
want to have quality content from creators and want the
creators that I like to shine even more. Even though the
contents are the same and duplicatable, the value of
‘original’ always gives them special meaning.

The creator’s digital content, which has
become possible to own an original
version that no one else has by verifying
the originality within the blockchain, is
spreading as a new area in the cultural
industry.

The proof of intellectual property rights of digital content
made possible by NFT enables consumers to communicate
with creators as fans in the market with an ecosystem that
creates Network Effect on its own from the current market
where content is simply owned or traded for sale. Also,
creators become the center of creation, free from unfair
proﬁt distribution in this advanced ecosystem.
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Digital Content Annual Growth Rate : Digital Content - Global Market Trajectory & Analytics(2021) /
Digital Content Market Size : Digital Content - Global Market Trajectory & Analytics(2021) / 2021 NFT market cap : Nonfungible.com

Features of XREATORS
Breaking away from the current structure in which massive commissions and
proﬁts are concentrated on large platforms during sales, XREATORS pays

Fair Rewards

digital content sales revenue and resale royalties based on a creator-centered
revenue distribution structure.

Reliable
Veriﬁcation &
Registration
system

After creator identity veriﬁcation (KYC) and the XREATORS veriﬁcation process
that screens out inappropriate or similar content, we issue a nationally recognized
National Standard Identiﬁcation System (UCI) authentication number for approved
content. By this process, we build a highly reliable market environment.
XREATORS supports cryptocurrency ORT and electronic payment method
(points) XRT. Within the marketplace, ORT can be used in various ways,
including transactions, advertisements and events, sponsorships, protecting

XRT & ORT

the rights of digital content more strongly. In the future, we plan to support
payment and point conversion through XRT on XREATORS' affiliated platforms.
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Settlement of sales revenue as ORT

XREATORS users can purchase and sell according to the

First Sale

following ﬂow.

90%

Based on XREATORS' unique intellectual property
authentication and protection technology, creators' NFT

Settlement of 90% of the sales amount
excluding all expenses

content is safely stored in XREATORS CHAIN and
exposed to consumers through the marketplace. When
the transaction is completed, the consumer acquires

Resell

ownership of the NFT content, and the creator can
settle the sales revenue as ORT.

1.5%

Consumers can use NFT content as digital assets, such
as reselling them on the XREATORS marketplace.

1.5% royalties on every resale

Usage Example

FOCUS

Creator Content

Digital Goods

Art Project

Creator Sponsorship

Contents created by creators
such as real-world digitization,
digital-based contents

Celebrity's original digital content
linked with the real thing or
produced independently

Inducing public
participation by issuing a
new project NFT

Create a creative
environment by issuing NFT
membership for each creator

Roadmap
2022 . 3Q

2022 . 1Q
- XREATORS Beta Version Launch
- IP Authentication and
Registration System Procurement

- XREATORS Studio
Beta Version Launch

2021 . 4Q

2022 . 2Q

2022 . 4Q

- XREATORS Marketplace
Alpha Version (closed-test)
- Domestic/Global Exchange Listing

- XREATORS Marketplace
Release Version Launching
- Start the development of
XREATORS Sutdio

Digital Content Sales Linkage with
External Copyright Market

Partners
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